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About This Game

Cosmic Kites is a colourful and energetic local multiplayer game where the players control animal spirits, trying to wipe each
other out in order to be the last man standing. With rapid moves and split-second decisions, use your tail and an array of

offensive and defensive power-ups, such as the energy beam or the spiked shield, in order to turn your opponents into a rain of
exploding particles.

The rounds are short, and the tempo constantly high throughout game. Once a round is finished, it takes but seconds to jump
into a new game and get back to bashing your friends.

‘Easy to pick up - hard to master’ has become a bit of a cliché, but nothing explains the core of Cosmic Kites better. With only
three buttons to keep track of, it’s a no-brainer to involve new and inexperienced players, without them feeling left behind.

Features:

Fast paced local multiplayer action

Single player highscore hunting-mode

Easy to pick up - hard to master

Various power-ups, including energy beams, exploding plasma balls, spiky shields and more
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6 different game modes

Customization options to create your own game modes

Loads of different character skins including dragons, warthogs, birds, squids and more

Colorful stylish graphics

Lots of fancy particles and explosions

Music… Loads of music
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Title: Cosmic Kites
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Fishmoose Interactive
Publisher:
Fishmoose Interactive
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017
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cosmic kites. cosmic kites download. cosmic kites free download

Love the music. Simple to explain, quick matches, and very fun with friends.
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Update #7:
Hey!

Join the official MazenGames group on Steam HERE!

Update #7 brings some new fixes.

When you finish a level, you can continue to the next level without using a keyboard

Mazen Games button now links to the Mazen Games group through Steam client

Tiny bug fixes

Version is now changed to 1.5.2

If you like AtmaSphere, please leave a review on Steam! Thank you! <3
Restart Steam for it to download new updates!. Update #9:

Hey!

Join the official MazenGames group on Steam HERE!

If you like AtmaSphere, please leave a review on Steam! Thank you! <3

Update #9 is changing the last 3 levels a bit and music bug fix.. AtmaSphere - ON SALE!:
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Grab yourself or your friend (or girl❤️) AtmaSphere here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/753660/AtmaSphere/
. AtmaSphere - Autumn Sale!:

Steam Autumn Sale!
Grab yourself a fresh cup of AtmaSphere, and spend a warm night inside with your PC! :D

https://store.steampowered.com/app/753660/AtmaSphere/

Feel free to check our new game Size Matters!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/976700/Size_Matters/
. Update #8:
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Hey, we've heard you!

Join the official MazenGames group on Steam HERE!

Update #8 is about balancing the last 10 levels.

LEVEL22: Made some rails wider, one more added checkpoint close to the end of the level

LEVEL23: Some rails have been made wider, added more rails on one part of the level

LEVEL24: Rails where you gain height have been widened, spawn rate of balls dropping from the sky has been changed
to 2.1 seconds from 1.8 seconds

LEVEL26: Increased the spike reactivation time, so it now takes a longer time for some of the spikes to reactivate

LEVEL27: Widened some rails

LEVEL29: Removed some of the spikes, increased the width of some rails

Version is now changed to 1.5.3

If you like AtmaSphere, please leave a review on Steam! Thank you! <3
Restart Steam for it to download new updates!. Grab AtmaSphere on Fanatical at a 50% discount!:
Get your copy here:

https://www.fanatical.com/en/game/atma-sphere?aff_track=CJ
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